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INTRODUCTION 

This KSA brief was prepared at the request of the United States Agency for International Development 

(USAID)/Africa Bureau.  This brief will support the USAID-funded Trade Hubs by standardizing core 

elements of Hub newsletters and identifying and documenting leading practices that can be shared 

among the Hubs and beyond Africa. 

 

USAID funds three African Trade Hubs in East Africa, Southern Africa, and West Africa.  The Trade 

Hubs’ overarching goals are to increase international competitiveness, intra-regional trade, and food 

security in their respective regions.  The Trade Hubs also focus on regional needs and opportunities and 

partner with various regional economic communities in Africa. 

 

The 2011 African Competitiveness and Trade Expansion (ACTE) initiative is a follow-on to the African 

Growth and Competitiveness Initiative (AGCI) and further supports implementation of the U.S. 

Administration’s commitment to expand U.S.-African trade and investment.  ACTE focuses on the 

regional trade capacity building work undertaken by its three regional missions (located in Nairobi, 

Kenya; Pretoria, South Africa; and Accra, Ghana) and three Trade Hubs (headquartered in Nairobi, 

Kenya; Gaborone, Botswana; and Accra, Ghana with an office in Dakar, Senegal).  USAID builds capacity 

for trade by strengthening national and regional institutions and empowering Africans with information 

and tools for success.  The Agency works with individual companies and business associations looking to 

increase exports, with African governments to improve the enabling policy environment for trade and 

investment, and with regional institutions seeking to streamline trade-related procedures and regulations 

within Africa’s sub-regions. 

 

USAID programming under AGCI and ACTE helps African companies export under the African Growth 

and Opportunity Act (AGOA), a United States law that gives preferential tariff and quota treatment to 

African countries meeting specific criteria.  The ACTE Initiative recognizes the importance African 

countries, businesses, and civil society play in advancing regional and international trade.  ACTE also 

seeks to increase the international competitiveness of key value chains and promote trade and 

investment between the United States and Africa, as well as within Africa. 

 

WHY NEWSLETTERS MATTER 

Periodic newsletters are an important means by which trade hubs share information and knowledge 

with clients and stakeholders.  The Hub newsletters serve several important functions.  First and 

foremost, they are an important knowledge dissemination mechanism.  Through the newsletters, the 

Hubs are able to communicate their activities and results on a regular basis.  More generally, the 

newsletters keep their broad readership aware of Hub resources and changes in the regional business 

environment. 

 

Second, newsletters are an important public relations vehicle that reaches audiences in the governments 

and media of the countries served; leaders in trade, businesses, and non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) that work in and with Africa, and the broader development community, which includes 

USAID/Washington.  These public relations efforts not only build goodwill for USAID and the United 

States Government (USG) but also build support for Hub-driven initiatives such as improvements in 

investment climate and improved transportation efficiency. 

 

Finally, if properly managed, newsletters can be a useful record of accomplishments that can supplement 

and provide content for annual reports and similar documents.  An archive of comprehensive and well-
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written newsletters is a source of institutional memory and detailed description of Hub activities over 

time. 

 

OVERVIEW OF THE TRADE HUB NEWSLETTERS 

The three USAID African Trade Hubs each produce their newsletters on a monthly basis.  The format 

and content of the Trade Hub newsletters are different.  This difference may be explained by the various 

audiences and different goals pursued by each Trade Hub.   

For example, the East Africa Trade Hub reports that its stakeholders consist of USAID regional and 

bilateral missions, USG agencies, African businesses (a high percentage of these are AGOA firms or 

businesses involved in the cotton and coffee sectors), U.S. businesses (particularly those interested in 

entering the African market), the East African public sector, East Africa regional trade associations such 

as the Eastern Africa Grain Council, African Cotton Textile Industries Federation (ACTIF), and 

Federation of East African Freight Forwarders Associations.  

The East Africa Trade Hub Newsletter—The Link—is the only newsletter among the Trade Hub 

newsletters that provides a Table of Contents. On average it runs four articles on a monthly basis. The 

upcoming trade-related events are posted in the right column of the newsletter. The newsletter also 

strives to have small eye-catching statements, announcements, and blurbs in the right column of the 

newsletter.  Examples: "Potatoes - The Most Formally Traded Horticultural Good?,” “Burundi Validates 

Pest Risk Assessment (PRA) for Rice,” and “Did you know that Brown's Cheese sources all of their milk 

from within a 50km radius?” The newsletter predominantly describes Trade Hub activities, events, 

training/workshops  and its publications.  It also features the companies that have received technical 

assistance from the Trade Hub.  

The Southern Africa Trade Hub’s says its target audience is USAID and the USG, African policymakers and 

businesses, U.S. business, fellow development projects, academics and researchers, and NGOs.   

The average number of articles is four to five in Hub Happenings, the monthly newsletter for the period 

of September 2012 to July 2013. All the articles completely describe the Trade Hub activities. Four out 

of four articles are on Trade Hub activities such as organized conferences, facilitated workshops, 

conducted training sessions, and issued grants. The Export Digest column of the newsletter is a 

cognitive and practical tool for African exporters. Business terms and concepts are explained in a way 

that is relevant to the African environment through cases and scenarios.  

The West Africa Trade Hub states that its audience consists of private sector stakeholders doing business 

in West Africa and a mix of African and U.S. businesses. Trade Winds, the West Africa Trade Hub’s 

newsletter runs five to seven articles per month. It has a separate section “What's Happening at the 

USAID Trade Hub.” Most of the articles describe the business environment in West Africa. There is no 

aggressive Trade Hub PR in the articles—it is truly business-oriented and, for easy reading, groups trade 

hub activities, its events, and its publications in “What’s Happening at the USAID Trade Hub. The 

activities are designed as a marketing piece of the West Africa Trade Hub; they are succinct and straight 

to the point. 

Annex A includes the detailed responses from the Trade Hub communications directors about who they 

are intending to reach through their newsletters. 

The table below summarizes the pros and cons of the each Trade Hub newsletter. 
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Trade Hub Good Practices Opportunities for 

improvement 

East Africa 

Trade Hub 

1. Professional look (design); 

2. Provides a Table of Contents; 

3. Reference material beneficial for the businesses on the 

left side bar. Example: EAGC Simplified Storage Guide; 

and 

4. Provides a brief description of the trade hub and its 

goals. 

1. 100% of the articles describe 

the Trade Hub activities 

Southern 

Africa Trade 

Hub 

1. Provides PDF version of the newsletter; 

2. Archive of the newsletters; 

3. Includes a privacy policy; and 

4. Export Digest - The Export Digest covers export-related 

matters including Trade Hub export-related activities, 

export marketing, trade finance, export logistics, 

international trade law, export administration, export 

sales contracts and export success stories under the 

African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA). We 

answer readers' questions about practical export-related 

matters and highlight important trade-related 

developments such as new trade agreements or 

regulatory changes. International trade experts, 

exporters and importers feature as guest contributors 

to the column to share their experiences. 

1. Does not provide a Table of 

Contents 

West Africa 

Trade Hub 

1. Articles create an emotional connection with the 

audience; and 

2. Useful information to the various businesses and 

investment opportunities. 

1. Not printer friendly 

LEADING PRACTICES 

Content consistency from issue to issue is important. Including key messages in every issue reinforces 

important themes and ensures that new readers are brought up to speed quickly. Favorite topics and 

content that are updated for each issue give readers a specific thing to look forward to and a reason to 
read new issues. Some good practices in providing content in the Hubs’ newsletters are outlined below. 

 Provide a brief description of the trade hub and its goals in every edition. For example, the 

East Africa Trade Hub has a clear explanation of what the project does in each copy of its 

newsletter. 

o A trade hub description helps new readers understand what the trade hub is and why it 

publishes the newsletter; for existing readers, the text box reinforces branding and 

messaging. Two logical places for this brief description are in the masthead or in a small text 

box at the bottom of the first or last page. 

 

 Include an “Upcoming Events” calendar that features events of interest to the audience. 

Include both Hub-sponsored events and events sponsored by others that might still be of interest.  

o Up-to-date calendars add significant value to readers and drive attendance at and 

participation in Hub-sponsored events. Calendars also become a “reason to read” the 

newsletter, converting people who only receive the newsletter into people who read it. 
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 Even if the newsletter is short, include a table of contents or an “In This Issue” column. 

o A clear table of contents helps readers find items of interest quickly. 

o Emailing a table of contents with links rather than the full newsletter allows readers to 

select which content they would like to use their limited bandwidth to access. 

 

 Consider a “Responses to Readers’ Questions” section. 

o Replying to readers’ questions ensures that the newsletter is responding to real rather than 

perceived reader issues.  It is also an opportunity for humor and a less formal tone, which 

makes the newsletter more fun to read. 

 The Southern African Trade Hub provides the Export Digest Section, which covers 

export-related matters including Trade Hub export-related activities, export 

marketing, trade finance, export logistics, international trade law, export 

administration, export sales contracts and export success stories under AGOA.  It 

answers readers' questions about practical export-related matters and highlights 

important trade-related developments such as new trade agreements or regulatory 

changes. International trade experts, exporters, and importers feature as guest 

contributors to the column to share their experiences. 

 

 Consider developing a Trade Hub Editorial Calendar. 

o An editorial calendar is the listing of planned themes, features, and requirements for 

upcoming issues of a publication.  A joint Trade Hub editorial calendar lets the Hubs plan 

their newsletter content around key themes and messages on African trade and investment. 

A monthly feature story on the same topic provides the opportunity for more consistent 

messaging, captures the similarities and differences in regional approach, and shows how the 

Hubs are working together towards the same goals.  

 

FORMAT 

The format of a newsletter—be it an email, Web page, or PDF—has an enormous impact on the 

reader’s experience and willingness to read the newsletter again. Some recommendations related to 

presentation are outlined below. 

 

 Make sure that Web-based newsletters can be printed neatly and with formatting integrity.  

o Readers, particularly those in very low bandwidth environments, may prefer to download 

the newsletter once and then print it for distribution. To make sure that this is possible, 

ensure that email newsletters look good and maintain formatting integrity when printed.  

o Some readers may not have thought of printing and sharing the newsletter.  Consider a 

small text box in every newsletter that suggests sharing printed copies or posting a copy of 

the newsletter on a bulletin board in the break room or other high-traffic location.  

 

 Replace existing logos with the new standard Trade Hub logo in accordance with USAID 

specifications.  

o USAID is seeking more consistent branding 

across the trade hubs.  The Hubs should 

support this effort by incorporating the new “all 

Hubs” branding logo into the newsletter.  The 

Hubs should eliminate outdated logos in 

accordance with USAID specifications.  
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TONE 

Tone is communicated through format, font choice, article topics, and writing style.  Careful 

consideration of tone is important and must be used consistently throughout individual newsletters and 

throughout the series.  Significant changes in tone should be made only deliberately and must not be 

haphazard. 

 

 Write in clear general business language that reflects the actual readership.  Avoid 

international development jargon. 

o Although USAID-sponsored, the best newsletters avoid obscure, bureaucratic language. 

o Avoid overly technical language even when writing about technical topics. 

o Put discussions of local and even regional political activity into a context that a general 

reader can understand. 

 

CONTENT 

 Make the newsletter interactive by using polls and surveys.  Publish the results in the next 

newsletter along with comments and analysis. 

o Newsletter editors should not be discouraged by a low response rate to surveys.  Cultural 

or “bandwidth” issues may limit participation initially but this may increase once the idea 

takes hold. 

 

 Ensure that the content of the newsletters is linked, as appropriate, with other reporting, 

such as quarterly/annual reports.  It is assumed that an activity or result covered in the newsletter 

will also be covered in greater detail in the quarterly/annual reports, allowing for tracking of Hub 

events on a monthly basis and supplemented, as needed, on a quarterly, annual, or periodic basis. 

o Focus on measureable achievements, particularly those that are clearly linked to contract 

goals and objectives.  Then, frame the story as a step toward achieving overall goals. 

 

 Create an emotional connection with the audience.   

o Dry technical and advice articles can become boring and repetitive.  Consider first-person 

or other narrative articles to create an emotional connection with the audience. As an 

example, many of the West Africa trade hub articles (such as “Hauling goods from Dakar to 

Bissau and back—a view from the driver's seat”) tell the story in a journalistic, appealing 

fashion, using the first-person. 
 

 

USER-FRIENDLINESS 

 Publish consistently.  If there are months when editions are combined (for example in the 

summer or around a major holiday), note this explicitly in a small note in every edition. 

o Consistency in publishing increases confidence in the publisher and improves readership. 

 

 Create a Web-based newsletter archive.  Where possible, allow the user to see the table of 

contents before downloading the full newsletter. 

o A well-designed archive allows users to access “evergreen” advice and information. It also 

serves as a repository of information about the Hub’s history and activities for the Hub 

itself, Hub clients, and stakeholders. 

o Allowing users to see a table of contents will also allow them to find the content that they 

are seeking more quickly, thus minimizing time on often slow Internet connections. 

o For example, the West Africa Trade Hub maintains a neatly organized archive of its 

newsletters.  
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 Create and enforce a privacy policy.   

o A privacy policy is very important, 

from a legal standpoint, it states the 

procedures on the information 

collected from e-newsletter readers. It 

will increase the number of email 

subscribers, and careful management 

of emails will build goodwill and trust 

with readers.  A good model of a 

privacy policy is the Southern Africa 

Trade Hub.  Their privacy policy can 

be found at 
http://www.satradehub.org/privacy-

security-policy.  Consider putting a link 

to the Hub’s privacy policy in the 

newsletter. 

 

IDEAL NEWSLETTER 

The ideal Trade Hub newsletter will include all of the following:   

1. Professional look 

2. Table of contents 

3. New standard Trade Hub Logo 

4. Content tailored toward businesses 

5. A brief description of the trade hub and its goal 

6. Trade and investment events calendar, which will include Trade Hub events, as well as other 

events of interest to the U.S. and African trade community and Hub stakeholders  

7. An “Export Digest” column, such as the one in Southern African Trade Hub Newsletter 

 

In terms of process, it is recommended that the Hubs do the following: 

1. Create a PDF version of the newsletter 

2. Maintain an archive of the newsletters 

3. Include a privacy policy 

4. Ensure that the newsletter is printer friendly 

5. Ensure that the newsletter is readable on mobile devices 

Privacy and security policies do not have to take 

significant amount of space in the newsletter or on the 

website. 
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ANNEX A: Responses from Trade Hub Communications Directors 

Questions East Africa Trade Hub Southern Africa Trade Hub West Africa Trade Hub 

Who is the target audience 

for your newsletters? 

African businesses?  U.S. 

businesses? Probably more 

than one so please try to 

list the major ones. 

We target 2,300 USAID EA Trade Hub 

stakeholders. Stakeholders consist of 

USAID regional and bilateral missions, USG 

agencies, East Africa regional trade associations 

(Eastern Africa Grain Council, African Cotton 

Textile Industries Federation, Federation of East 

African Freight Forwarders Associations, etc), 

African businesses (A high percentage of these 

are AGOA firms or businesses involved in the 

cotton and coffee sectors.), U.S. businesses 

(particularly those interested in entering the 

African market – Anthropologie, Orvis, 

VanHeusen etc.) and the East African public 

sector. 

USAID and USG, African policymakers and 

businesses, US business Fellow development 

projects, academics and researchers, NGOs and 

ordinary person on the street are secondary 

audiences. 

Private sector stakeholders doing business in 

West Africa. This seems to be a fairly even mix of 

African and U.S. businesses. The major ones: U.S. 

importers; Export-ready companies assisted by 

the USAID Trade Hub. 

Sub-targets include policy makers. 

How frequent is the 

newsletter actually 

published? Do you skip or 

consolidate any months? 

We publish every month, with one exception. 

During the holidays we may combine December 

and January. 

Monthly, with December and January 

consolidated. Eleven issues per year. 

Monthly. We do not skip or consolidate months; 

however, on one occasion, we did skip a month 

due to circumstances beyond our control. 

Do you have specific goals 

for the newsletter?  For 

instance, is it to share 

export skills?  Increase 

awareness of Hub 

resources, etc.? 

 1. Share EA Trade Hub newsy events to increase 

awareness of Hub activities and share lessons 

learned. (Almost all stories and event listings 

include links to additional information) 

2. Promote new knowledge management pieces / 

resources and lead readers to our Knowledge 

Center http://www.competeafrica.org/resources/i

ndex.php and websitewww.competeafrica.org 

3. Promote upcoming events 

To communicate Trade Hub success stories and 

program implementation progress and make 

stakeholders aware of opportunities offered by 

the Trade Hub through, for example, grants and 

training programs.  

1.      Increase awareness of trade and investment 

in West Africa 

2.      Increase awareness of USAID Trade Hub 

activities and resources 

http://www.competeafrica.org/resources/index.php
http://www.competeafrica.org/resources/index.php
http://www.competeafrica.org/
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Questions East Africa Trade Hub Southern Africa Trade Hub West Africa Trade Hub 

What are the broad 

content areas of the 

newsletter?  

AGOA related activities – African firm success 

stories, new AGOA country strategies, upcoming 

events, etc. 

EA trade policy initiatives 

Reducing barriers to cross-border trade 

Tools for improved structured trade and access 

to markets 

Capacity building of EA regional partners 

 

Trade policy and business environment issues, 

agriculture – specifically groundnuts, maize and 

soy, textiles and apparel/clothing and trade 

facilitation (with a strong customs/border 

crossing component). 

The content is based on the USAID Trade Hub’s 

components: Business Development, Transport, 

Business Environment and Finance. Within 

business development, we follow five value chains 

(apparel, cashew, handcrafts, shea, specialty 

foods). Our general goal each month is to write 

two articles about business (value chains) and 

then one each in the other component areas. 

Our goal with Tradewinds is to avoid, at all costs, 

sounding like public relations or otherwise 

tendentious. In other words, we want the 

newsletter to be a news source about trade and 

investment in West Africa. This reinforces the 

USAID Trade Hub brand as an “honest broker” 

on the issues affecting trade and investment and 

extends its reach; for example, newspapers in 

Ghana and Nigeria have used our articles 

verbatim in their publications (this would not 

happen if they were written with an obvious 

editorial bias). It may sound contradictory, but by 

writing about the issues and activities affecting 

business broadly speaking – without emphasizing 

the Trade Hub’s role or point of view – we 

develop greater credibility and gain more readers. 

We do not overtly write about “USG policy.” We 

have done articles about skills for exporters. We 

have run stories that are “success stories,” but 
we have not labeled them as success stories – 

doing so would diminish the credibility of the 

newsletter. 

Do you have a template 

that you work from for 

each newsletter? USG 

development policy?  Skills 
for exporters? Success 

stories? 

We have a basic template with set headers and 

footers that explain the EA Trade Hub and give 

contact information. All monthly content is 

original and dictated by our work during that 
month. 

Yes – we have a Microsoft Word template with 

graphics preset for each issue, which contains 3-4 

general stories consisting of reports on progress 

in program implementation, highlighting of 
opportunities and success stories and one 

“Export Digest” article, which shares skills and 

information specifically aimed at African 

exporters. 

We developed an email template and a template 

on the website where Tradewinds appears. 
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Questions East Africa Trade Hub Southern Africa Trade Hub West Africa Trade Hub 

How is the newsletter 

distributed?  E-mail?  E-

mail with link to Web site? 

 Printed copy? 

We e-mail our newsletter to a 2,300 stakeholder 

database. The email includes a link to a web 

version. We also post our newsletter to the EA 

Trade Hub web page and facebook page 

It is published on the Trade Hub website and 

distributed by e-mail in the form of HTML 

summaries of articles with images, with links to 

the full articles on the website and a link to a PDF 

version of the newsletter. Copies are also printed 

out and distributed to stakeholders as part of an 

information packet in Trade Hub branded folders 

at specific events or interactions. Hard copy 

distributed is limited. 

The newsletter is published on the website and 

disseminated via a mass email, which includes 

links to the website. Previously, we have 

published a magazine twice a year with a selection 

of articles. The publication was disseminated in 

French and English to visitors to the USAID 

Trade Hub office in Accra and included in folders 

that were presented to high level VIPs at 

workshops and meetings. 

How many people receive 

the newsletter by: 

-          E-mail 

-          Hard copy 

-          Other means 

(please describe the 

means) 

 

2,300 via email; Other means include EA Trade 

Hub webpage www.competeafrica.org and 

facebook 

page https://www.facebook.com/pages/COMPETE

-Africa/129060567153683 

E-mail – currently around 7,300 recipients (see 

below) 

-          Hard copy – varies, but around 100 per 

month 

-          Other means (please describe the means) 

- website visits 200-350 per month 

(http://www.satradehub.org/hub-happenings/sath-

content/newsroom/hub-happenings)  

 

 E-mail: 6,225 unique email addresses; the latest 

metrics show that of these, 15% opened the email 

(1,271); it was spread via LinkedIn with 230 

shares, Twitter with 211 shares and on Facebook 

with 60 likes. The newsletter cross-posts to our 

Facebook page automatically when we publish it 

on the Trade Hub website. We also tweet the 

articles. 

-          Hard copy: NA 

-          Other means: Visits to the website, 

Facebook, Twitter 

Can you break out by 

country and type, that is, 

U.S. businesses, African 

businesses, gov’t, etc.? 

We can view each and every person that opens 

our newsletter – their email, where they opened 

it and if they clicked on any links. Example below 

That information is not specifically available, but 

we are aware there is a good balance between 

these. 

We can do this but it would require a 

considerable amount of work and a much longer 

turn-around time. 

http://www.competeafrica.org/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/COMPETE-Africa/129060567153683
https://www.facebook.com/pages/COMPETE-Africa/129060567153683
http://www.satradehub.org/hub-happenings/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings
http://www.satradehub.org/hub-happenings/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings
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Questions East Africa Trade Hub Southern Africa Trade Hub West Africa Trade Hub 

How many Web site hits 

do you get on the 

Newsletter page of your 

Web site?  Can you break 

visitors out by country of 

origin? 

We plan to add Google Analytics to our website. 

Our current newsletter email service allows us to 

see every recipient and country of origin 

Between 200 and 350 per month (has been as 

high as 800) (http://www.satradehub.org/hub-

happenings/sath-content/newsroom/hub-

happenings). No, it is not really possible to break 

out visitors by country of origin at this stage. 

Individual articles very often get in excess of a 

thousand hits: 

e.g., http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-

content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-

secures-namibia-buy-in-for-single-

window (2,811) http://www.satradehub.org/home/

sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-

articles/sath-takes-regional-feed-manufacturers-

to-the-us (1,298) 

and http://www.satradehub.org/competitiveness/s

ath-content/activities/competitiveness/sath-

support-for-trade-show-organization-and-

participation-continues (1,150) 

and http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-

content/activities/regional-integration/energy-

sector/second-sath-rera-regulatory-practitioners-

training-course-completed (1,227) 

The number of hits on the Newsletter page is 

rather modest. The mass email includes links to 

specific stories (I’ve attached the March edition); 

so it does not contribute to hits to the 

Tradewinds page itself. 

We can break visitors out by country.  

 

http://www.satradehub.org/hub-happenings/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings
http://www.satradehub.org/hub-happenings/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings
http://www.satradehub.org/hub-happenings/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-secures-namibia-buy-in-for-single-window
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-secures-namibia-buy-in-for-single-window
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-secures-namibia-buy-in-for-single-window
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-secures-namibia-buy-in-for-single-window
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-takes-regional-feed-manufacturers-to-the-us
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-takes-regional-feed-manufacturers-to-the-us
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-takes-regional-feed-manufacturers-to-the-us
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/newsroom/hub-happenings-articles/sath-takes-regional-feed-manufacturers-to-the-us
http://www.satradehub.org/competitiveness/sath-content/activities/competitiveness/sath-support-for-trade-show-organization-and-participation-continues
http://www.satradehub.org/competitiveness/sath-content/activities/competitiveness/sath-support-for-trade-show-organization-and-participation-continues
http://www.satradehub.org/competitiveness/sath-content/activities/competitiveness/sath-support-for-trade-show-organization-and-participation-continues
http://www.satradehub.org/competitiveness/sath-content/activities/competitiveness/sath-support-for-trade-show-organization-and-participation-continues
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/activities/regional-integration/energy-sector/second-sath-rera-regulatory-practitioners-training-course-completed
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/activities/regional-integration/energy-sector/second-sath-rera-regulatory-practitioners-training-course-completed
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/activities/regional-integration/energy-sector/second-sath-rera-regulatory-practitioners-training-course-completed
http://www.satradehub.org/home/sath-content/activities/regional-integration/energy-sector/second-sath-rera-regulatory-practitioners-training-course-completed
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Questions East Africa Trade Hub Southern Africa Trade Hub West Africa Trade Hub 

How are comments and 

questions about the 

newsletter tracked and 

responded to?  How many 

responses do you get per 

month?  How and where 

do you respond to these 

comments, e.g., the next 

newsletter? 

All comments and questions regarding our 

newsletter go to our general email 

address info@competeafrica.org, which is 

forwarded to my address. I pass comments on to 

relevant people on the project. We respond by 

email or with a phone call when appropriate. 

Example of recent feedback below – (the message 

was forwarded to our AGOA team who are 

addressing the question.) 

COMPETE Website Feedback 

Mon 4/8/2013 6:08 PM 

You received the following message from GRACE 

ANGELA NANDAWULA KIRABO: 

Under your Strategic Approach, your firm level 

assistance promotes direct Business linkages 

between the US & ECA Firms. It also addresses 

business development constraints; you also 

provide targeted technical assistance, creating 

valuable business networking opportunities 

through trade shows, trade missions, business-to-

business events and conferences. I would like my 

firm to gain out of these opportunities. The firm 

is Textile Development Agency, (TEXDA) and 

our focus is in training and production in Textiles 

in the areas of: Surface Design (Tie & dye, Batik 

and Printing); Garment Construction (Tailoring 

garments); Product Development (making 
assorted bags, cushion covers, curtains etc); and 

Hand Loom Weaving (Weaving fabrics, 

tablecloths, kikoyi, tablemats + runners, 

bedcovers, floor rugs etc). Our biggest challenge 

is the cotton yarn for hand loom weaving that we 

do not have available in Uganda and have to 

import from Nairobi. How can you help us move 

forward to mega production for the export 

market? 

Reply to GRACE ANGELA NANDAWULA 

KIRABO's message: kirabogn@yahoo.co.uk 

Received via e-mail, responded to by the Trade 

Hub's Communications Advisor via direct e-mail, 

or by forwarding the message to the appropriate 

technical contact. We get on average about 3-5 e-

mails per month – most often just complimenting 

the newsletter, but sometimes specific requests 

for assistance or further information. 

Our webmaster signals any responses in the 

comments section and the Communications team 

responds to them. We also get emails to our 

Trade Hub email accounts and these are always 

either forwarded to appropriate staff for 

response or we respond ourselves. We do not 

do follow up responses in subsequent 

newsletters. 

 

mailto:info@competeafrica.org
mailto:kirabogn@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:kirabogn@yahoo.co.uk

